Youtube SafetySmart
More and more children are looking at streaming sites such as
youtube as a source of TV entertainment, following your
favourite YouTubers, listening to music and learning new
things from videos.
YouTube can be an excellent resource for songs, stories and
educational content. It has become a staple of our digital
lives, but we need to be careful, as we would with any online
content.
Below is some examples of how you can set safe searches for YouTube.
Please remember that no parental controls are ever a substitute for a real parent.
Make sure your child is near to you when using these, have a conversation about
how to safely use this resource, and explain what to do if they see something that
they are uncomfortable with.
Alternatively, there are children's apps including YouTube Kids, you may choose to
try.
HOW TO ENABLE YOUTUBE’S SAFETY MODE ON YOUR COMPUTER

1. Launch a browser window and type www.youtube.com in the web address bar.

2. Click the blue Sign In button in the top right corner of the screen and follow the
prompts to sign in. Once YouTube loads, scroll down to the bottom of the page and
click the Safety button.

3. Click On and then click the Save button. To lock these changes so no one can
change them without your password, click “Lock safety mode on this browser.” You’ll
be prompted to enter your password. Once that information is entered, the feature is
locked and can only be unlocked by entering your password again.

You’ll know the parental controls are activated when you do a search. Stated at the
top of the search results will be the phrase “Some results have been removed
because Safety mode is enabled.”
In this scenario, we used the Google Chrome browser to turn on YouTube parental
controls. It’s the same steps for any browser you use once you login to YouTube with
your user account. You’ll want to do this for any of the browsers on your computer
that you think your Children might use to access YouTube.
HOW TO SET YOUTUBE PARENTAL CONTROLS ON AN IPHONE OR IPOD
TOUCH
If you tend to hand over your iPhone or iPod Touch to your Children to watch videos,
you may want to enable parental controls. While there is a YouTube app for iPhones
and iPod Touch devices, it doesn’t support the Safety mode feature. It does,
however, have a SafeSearch option, which aids in the types of search results that
will be returned. When it comes to filtering out inappropriate videos, Safety mode in
YouTube is a much better option. Good news is you can still turn on Safety mode if
you opt to have your Children watch YouTube using a browser.
Here’s how to enable Safety mode on YouTube when using a browser window to
watch videos.
1. Launch the Safari browser and type www.youtube.com in the web address bar.

2. Tap the YouTube icon in the top left corner of the screen next to “Where to
Watch,” and tap Sign in and follow the prompts to sign in.

3. Once signed in, tap the YouTube icon in the top left corner and tap the setting
gear wheel. Tap the “Off “text across from the Safety mode option under Settings.

HOW TO ENABLE YOUTUBE APP PARENTAL CONTROLS
The only parental control available on the YouTube app is SafeSearch. Here’s how
to put parental controls on the YouTube app on your iPhone or iPod Touch:
1. Launch the YouTube app and sign into your YouTube account.

2. Tap the icon of three parallel bars in the top left corner of the screen and then tap
the gear wheel icon to open Settings.

3. In the drop down menu, tap “Don’t Filter” and when the SafeSearch Filtering
setting appears tap “Strict.”

HOW TO ENABLE YOUTUBE PARENTAL CONTROLS ON IPAD/IPAD MINI

Instead of handing over your smartphone to your child to watch a YouTube video,
you may feel more comfortable having them use an iPad or an iPad Mini. At least
with this device they can’t accidentally call one of your friends or coworkers.
Here’s how to enable Safety mode and set parental controls on YouTube when using
a mobile browser window to watch videos.
1. Launch the Safari browser and type www.youtube.com in the web address bar.

2. Tap the YouTube icon in the top left corner of the screen and tap Sign in and
follow the prompts to sign in.

3. Once signed in, tap the YouTube icon in the top left corner and tap the setting
gear wheel. Tap the “Off” text across from the Safety mode option under Settings.

SET UP PARENTAL CONTROLS IN YOUTUBE APP FOR IPAD/IPAD MINI
The YouTube app available for the iPad and iPad Mini doesn’t support the Safety
mode feature. Instead, you can activate the SafeSearch feature, which isn’t as
robust as Safety mode. It does offer some filtering when it comes to searching
videos on YouTube. Here’s how to enable YouTube parental controls on an iPad or
iPad Mini if you’ve downloaded the YouTube mobile app:
1. Launch the YouTube app and sign into your YouTube account.

2. Tap the icon of three parallel bars in the top left corner of the screen and then tap
the gear wheel icon to open Settings.

3. In the drop down menu, tap “Don’t Filter” and when the SafeSearch Filtering
setting appears tap “Strict.”

HOW TO SET PARENTAL CONTROLS FOR ANDROID YOUTUBE APP
Whether you use an Android smartphone or Android tablet, the steps are the same
for each device to activate parental controls on YouTube. However, the Safety mode
YouTube parental controls are only available in the browser.
Android devices come with the YouTube app already installed on the phone. As is
the case with the iOS YouTube app, in the Android YouTube app you can only turn
on SafeSearch, which isn’t as powerful as Safety mode at hiding inappropriate
content. Here’s how to activate parental controls in the YouTube mobile app on
Android devices:

1. Launch the Android YouTube app and tap the YouTube icon in the top left corner
of the screen and tap Sign in. Then follow the prompts to enter your YouTube
account information.

2. Tap the three vertical dots in the top right corner of the screen and tap Settings.

3. Tap General.

4. Tap SafeSearch filtering and tap “Strict.”

HOW TO ACTIVATE SAFETY MODE PARENTAL CONTROLS IN ANDROID
USING A BROWSER
If you prefer to have your children watch YouTube with the Safety mode feature
enabled, then you’ll want to have them view YouTube videos using a mobile browser
on your Android device.
When using the browser in Android, many models offer an option for opening
YouTube in “Desktop View.” This is essentially the same as viewing YouTube in a
browser window on your computer. If this is how you’ll watch YouTube videos on
your phone, then you’ll need to sign into your YouTube account, scroll to the bottom
of the page and click Safety at the bottom of the page to turn it on.

The default is usually to launch the mobile YouTube site. This is how you turn on
Safety mode on Android smartphones and tablets when viewing YouTube in a
mobile web browser.
1. Launch a browser window and type m.youtube.com in the web address bar.

2. Tap the YouTube icon in the top left corner of the screen and tap Sign in and
follow the prompts to sign in.

3. Once signed in, tap the YouTube icon in the top left corner and tap the setting
gear wheel. Tap the “Off” text across from the Safety mode option under Settings.

SETTING UP YOUTUBE PARENTAL CONTROLS OFFERS PEACE OF MIND
It just takes a few steps to enable privacy controls on YouTube. The key is to make
sure that all the places your child might access YouTube has this feature enabled.
Although, the mobile apps only enable SafeSearch, it does help eliminate some
inappropriate content from search results. If you desire even more security, you can
always install parental control software on your computer and devices. However, the
steps discussed here are an easy first step to setting up parental controls on
YouTube so you can feel more comfortable letting your children watch YouTube.
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